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Abstract 
 
The scribe and break method for glass cutting is 
widely used to separate individual Liquid Crystal 
Display (LCD) panels from a larger mother substrate 
cell.  Optimum glass scribing conditions including 
scribe wheel dimensions, scribing load, scribing 
speed, etc, have been determined based on practical 
manufacturing experience.  However, there has been 
no systematic study to determine the scribing 
conditions necessary to avoid stray breakage.  In this 
paper, the influence of the scribe wheel angle and 
diameter upon the scribing and the breaking of an 
Active Matrix Liquid Crystal Display (AMLCD) 
glass substrate, Corning Code1737F glass, was 
experimentally investigated for the case of simple 
single glass sheet separation.  It was determined that 
an equation including the factors of scribe wheel tip 
angle and diameter can be used to predict median 
crack depth as a function of scribe load.  It was 
further found that the breaking force of the scribed 
sheet was strongly influenced by the residual stress 

created during scribing.  A wheel having a 130° tip 
angle and 4mm diameter demonstrated the best 
results for sheet separation in terms of the lowest 
breaking force without lateral crack propagation.  In 
addition, increasing the time interval between 
scribing and separating was found to result in an 
increase in the breaking force required to separate 
glass substrate. 
 
Introduction 
 
The scribe and break method employing a tungsten 
carbide wheel is widely used to separate Liquid 
Crystal Display (LCD) panels from a large mother 
glass substrate cell.  Scribing is a key process to glass 
separation (cutting).  If the scribing conditions are not 
optimized, clean cutting of the mother cell sometimes 
becomes difficult due to the formation of lateral 
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cracks which can propagate and become a source of glass 
chips.  Although scribing conditions such as the scribe 
wheel dimensions, scribing load, scribing speed etc, have 
been optimized empirically by manufacturing experience; 
faulty cutting, in which the cutting line deviates from the 
scribed line, is still a significant process loss.  There have 
been a few systematic studies to find the influence of 
scribing conditions on crack creation and propagation.  
Hara et al in 1950s,1,2 and Swain et al in 1980s3,4,5 
discussed crack creation and propagation mechanisms 
during scribing and breaking in the context of contact and 
fracture mechanics for conventional soda-lime glasses.  
The results of these studies have not been applied to 
AMLCD cell separation in which thin glass free from 
alkali is used. 
 
We have found previously that measuring the breaking 
force of scribed sheet using a four-point-bending test is an 
appropriate test for the study of median crack propagation 
during the breaking process.6  Furthermore, it has been 
shown that the experimental breaking force of the scribed 
sheet was approximately half the breaking force 
calculated from median crack depth.  This was attributed 
to the effects of residual stress created by wheel 
indentation.6,7 
 
In this study, the influence of scribe wheel dimensions 
upon median crack creation and propagation was 
experimentally investigated.  This study was designed to 
find a relation between the scribe wheel variables, the 
scribe load, and the force for crack creation and 
propagation.  Non-alkaline fusion-drawn glass substrates 
were used to simulate single sheet separation.  We will 
show in this paper the force required for separation 
irregularly increased when the residual stress was relaxed 
by lateral crack propagation.  Also, the timing of the 
lateral crack propagation varied with tip angle of scribe 
wheel.  In contrast to that, the influence of diameter of 
scribe wheel upon lateral crack propagation was a lesser 
effect than that of tip angle.  In addition, slow growth of 
lateral cracks was observed after scribing, which caused 
breaking force increase as the interval time between 
scribing and breaking processes increased. 
 
2.  Experiments 
 

2.1 Sample 
 
1.1 mm thick as-formed Code 1737F glass sheets 
manufactured by the fusion were used in this study.  The 
density, ρ, and Young�s modulus, E, Poisson�s ratio, ν, 
Hardness, H, and Fracture Toughness, KIC, for this glass is 
listed in Table 1.  Here, the reported hardness is the 
average of the conventional Vickers hardness, HV, 
measured at loads ranging from 0.2-9.8N.  The substrates 
for the experiment were in the as-received, or 
commercially available, condition, i.e. without annealing 
or other surface treatment. 
 

 
2.2 Preparation of scribed specimens 

 
Single edge notched beam (SENB) type sample pieces 
40mm x 50mm in size were obtained from the mother 
glass sheet by a conventional scribing method.  Mother 
glass sheet size was typically 320x400 mm or 360x465 
mm by 1.1mm.  A lattice pattern, 40mm x 50mm in pitch 
was scribed on the mother sheet glass.  A median crack 
line for the four-point-bending-test was formed at the 
center of the 50 mm-edge on the glass face opposing the 
lattice pattern.  The opposite face was chosen to prevent 
the growth of the median crack during the separation of 
the SENB samples from the mother sheet.  A scribing 
speed of 300mm/s and a range of scribing loads from 5N 
to 25N were used.  A Numerically Controlled (NC) 
scriber, TEC-II, made by Shirai Iron Ind. Co. with 
tungsten-carbide wheels of the types listed in Table 2 was 
used to scribe the sample pieces.  
 

2.3  Four point bending test 
 

A load tester, 1310F, made by AIKO Engineering Co., 
Ltd. was used for the 4-point-bending-test.  Dimensions 
of the upper and lower rods of the load tester were as 
specified in JIS R 1601 or ASTM C158-80.  The 
specimen was placed on the lower rods with the median 
crack surface face down, and with the median crack 
aligned parallel to, and at the center of, the lower rods.  
This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.  For every 
sample, the four-point-bending-test was done within 30 
minutes after the introduction of median crack line.  This 
was to prevent slow growth of the median crack by 
environmental humidity.8  The specimens were loaded at 
5mm/min of cross head speed (minimum loading speed of 
the tester).  The stress intensity factor, K, for the four-
point-bending test was evaluated using formula:9 
 
 

)(3
2 απ IMFc

tW
PK ⋅= λ        (1), 

Table 1 
Mechanical properties of Code 1737F 

and Soda lime glasses. 
Glass Code 1737 F Soda lime 

Composition type 
Alkali-earth 

Aluminoborosili
cate 

Soda lime 
silicate 

Density, ρ [Mg/m3] 2.54 2.49 

Young�s modulus, E 
[GPa] 

72.1 71.5 

Poisson�s ratio, ν 0.22 0.21 

Vickers Hardness, HV 
[GPa] 

5.5 5.6 

Fracture toughness, 
KIC [MPa m1/2] 

0.83 0.75 
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where P is the applied load, c is the experimentally 
obtained median crack depth of the cleaved samples, t is 
sample length (40 mm), W is sample thickness (1.1mm), 
λ is separation of adjacent upper and lower rods, and FIM 

(α) is given by Eq. (2).9  
 

5432 55.2205.19873.3740.3121.1122.1)( αααααα +−++−=IMF  (2), 
 
with α=c/W. 
 
After recording the breaking force, the fracture surfaces 
of the broken specimens were observed with a scanning 
laser microscope (SLM), and the median crack depth was 
measured at the origination point of the crack 
propagation.  Wallner lines on the fracture surface were 
used to identify this point.  
 
3. Results and Discussions 
 

3.1 Median crack depth as a function 
of wheel type 

 
Figure 2 plots the median crack depth, c, as a function of 
scribe load, P, created by the wheels listed in Table 2. The 
median crack depth increases with increasing scribe load.  
It also confirms the common practical knowledge that 

wheels with smaller diameters and steeper tip angles 
create deeper median cracks. 
 

Table 2  Angle and diameter of scribe wheels. 
By Mitsuboshi Diamond Ind. Co, A140 grade 
 Tip angle, 2ψ 

[degree] Diameter, 2R [mm] 

Wheel 1 110 4.0 

Wheel 2 120 4.0 

Wheel 3 130 4.0 

Wheel 4 120 2.5 

Wheel 5 120 3.0 

 
Although the relationship between median crack depth, 
scribe wheel dimensions, and scribe load (scribability) has 
been quantitatively determined for soda-lime glass sheet 
by Swain,4 no equivalent study exists for the non-alkaline 
glass substrates used in AMLCD�s.  In addition, previous 
work has not been extended to quantify the degree of 
difficulty associated with crack propagation 
(breakability).  Finding the relationship between crack 
creation, crack propagation, and scribing conditions is 
important for quantitative control of the scribe/break 
process in LCD cell cutting.  Figure 3 shows a typical side 
view of cleanly cut glass obtained by scribing and 
breaking.  The median crack depth is constant under the 
plastic core zone, and the Wallner lines (a signature of the 
scribing process) exhibit a uniform curvature without 
irregular cracks at the boundary of the plastic core zone. 
This illustrates the assertion that the median crack can be 
considered as an edge crack constructed by the connection 
of half-penny cracks. 
 

Fig. 2 Median crack depth versus scribe load created by scribe 
wheels having various tip angles and diameters as listed in Table 2. 
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Scanning Laser Microscopic image, (b) 
schematic illustration of median crack 
formation by continuously formed half-
penny cracks. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of upper and lower rods of 
four-point-bending test machine. 
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3.2 Fracture Mechanics of median crack formation 
 
An approach to indentation fracture toughness proposed 
by Tanaka10,11 has been modified to analyze the median 
crack formed by scribing.  Figure 4 schematically 
illustrates the model.  The basic hypothesis is that the 
stress induced by a scribe wheel having a tip angle, 2ψ,  
 
and a penetration depth, h, is accommodated by plastic 

straining in the glass (plastic core).  The compressed 
plastic core having radius a, in turn, generates an internal 
(residual) stress, σ22, by expansion, which is obtained by 
applying Eshelby�s �inclusion� theory.12  This residual 
stress created by the plastic core is the driving force 
behind the opening of the median crack  The median 
crack to the left  side of the wheel axis (x3<0) is an edge 
crack subjected to concentrated force F along its mouth, 
corresponding to the plastic core; while that on the right 
side (x3>0) is considered a half-penny shaped crack.  
Reversing the sign of the internal stress σ22, inside the 
plastic core from + to �,13 we have: 
 

2222 )cot1()( σψσ −−=−−= ahaF  (3), 
 
where we take into account the net area of the plastic core 
acting upon the crack opening.  The stress intensity factor 
for an edge crack is given by: 
 

cFK π/2=     (4),  
 
and for a half-penny shaped crack is given by: 
 

cFK π/)12( −=    (5), 
 
The stress intensity factor of the median crack at the wake 
of the edge crack just underneath the wheel axis (x1=c, 
x2=x3=0) may be evaluated by the arithmetic mean of 
Eqs. (4) and (5), i.e.: 
 

( )
c

FK
π2

12 +=     (6), 

 

The stress intensity factor at a position far distant from the 
wheel is the value appropriates for an edge crack 
expressed by Eq. (4).  Thus, the stress intensity factor of 
the median crack is presumably bound by the two values, 
Eqs. (4) and (6).  From the residual stress σ22, and stress 
intensity factor, K by Eqs. (4) and (6), two equations were 
derived.  The crack depth using the stress intensity factor 
for an edge crack is given by: 

3
2

32

2

)1(
)(4 








−

=
RK

EPfC
IC

U ν
ψ            (7a), 

 
and the crack depth using the stress intensity factor for an 
average of edge and half-penny cracks is given by: 
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where f(ψ) is tip angle factor for the scribe wheel as given 
by: 
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In addition, a consideration needs to be given for 
truncation or rounding of the scribe wheel tip angle.  The 
actual wheel tip does not have the ideal shape as indicated  
by ψ.  The truncation or rounding of wheel tip is 
schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.  For this work, we�ve 

assumed that the truncated tip has an angle ψ�,  
 
 
corresponding to the angle of a triangular section having 
the same cross sectional area as a rounded tip with radius 
r.  The half angle of the effective tip including this 
truncation factor, ψ�, is given by: 

x2 

x1 
Median crack 

h 

Scribe wheel 

2a 

2ψ 

P 

Plastic core 

a 
c 

Fig.4 Schematic illustration of scribing process.  The plastic zone is exaggerated in 
this illustration.  The depth a is much smaller than both the wheel contact 
length b, and the crack size c. 
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Fig.5 Schematic illustration of truncated tip angle shape.   
Truncated tip has angle ψ�, which is tip angle of a triangle 
having the same cross sectional area as a rounded tip 
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ψ
ψ
ψπψ tan

cos2
2'cot 2 −−=    (9), 

 
3.3 Influence of wheel tip angle and wheel diameter 

on scribability 
 
An experiment was designed to investigate the influence 
of scribe wheel tip angle on median crack depth.  The 
4mm diameter wheels described in Table 2 were used for 
this experiment.  These results are plotted in Figs. 6 to 8.   

 
Also shown on these graphs are the crack depths 
calculated from Eqs. (7a) and (7b) with K=KIC.  Values 
calculated from Eq. (7b) show better agreement with the 
experimental crack depth values than those calculated 
from Eq. (7a), even though the actual median crack is an  
 

 
edge crack, as shown in Fig. 3.  Since Eq. (7a) is not the 
best fit, this leads us to conclude that the stress created by 
scribing is not completely utilized for median crack 
formation.  The stress used for median crack formation is 
approximately 40% of the total stress induced by scribing.  
Approximately 60% of this stress could remain as residual  
stress around the median crack.  Thus, the stress that 
remains after the creation of the median crack is given by 
the stress intensity factor KR: 
 

ICR KK 6.0=              (10), 

 
The median crack depth values as calculated by Eq (7b) 
including a consideration for the truncation of the scribe 
wheel tip angle, as explained by Eq. (9) and ∆h=2µm, 
shows even better agreement  (solid circles) with the 
experimental data.  This means that the truncation factor 
should be included to account for the influence of tip 
angle. 
 
The influence of the tip angle as shown in Eq. (8) with the 
factor 3/222 )'cot1/()'cot1('cot ψψψ +−⋅ , differs from 
previous analyses in which the tip angle was given by 

ψcot 1 or 35cotψ .4  It is noted that this angle factor 
becomes zero when the tip angle, 2ψ, is 90°, because h 
becomes equal to a.  Therefore, the Eqs. (8) and (9) are 
effective only in the range of tip angles commonly used 
for scribing AMLCD glass substrates (such as 110°-
130°).  It is also noted that the truncation factor expressed 
by Eq. (9) is not dependent upon wheel tip wear, because 
the truncated tip angle, ψ�, is constant even as the 
truncation value, ∆h, is increased.   
 
With parameters of scribe load, wheel diameter, tip angle, 
and glass mechanical properties, the combination of Eqs. 
(7b) and (9) predict the median crack depth on the same  
order and range as the experimentally measured values, 
even with the limitations of tip angle range.  By 
incorporating the appropriate material properties, these 
equations are applicable to predict the median crack depth 
in substrates of different glass types.  The influence of 
each material parameter, Young�s modulus and stress 
intensity factor, in the Eqs (7a) and (7b) are analogous 
with the equation derived by Swain who considered 
elastic deformation.14 
 
Soda-lime glass was selected to confirm the applicability 
of the present equations for predicting the median crack 
depth in a substrate of different glass type.  The glass was 
scribed with a 4mm diameter, 110° tip angle wheel.  The  
mechanical properties of the soda lime glass used in the 
experiment are listed in Table 1.15 The measured median 
crack depth as a function of scribe load is plotted in Fig. 9 
along with the calculated values.  Once again, the median 
crack depth calculated from Eqs. (7b) and (9) show good 
agreement with experimental results.  This agreement 
confirms that these equations are applicable to predict the 

 

Fig. 6 Experimental and calculated 
median crack depth in Code 
1737F glass scribed by a 
wheel having 4mm diameter 
and 110° tip angle. 
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Fig. 7 Experimental and calculated 
median crack depth in Code 
1737F glass scribed by a 
wheel having 4mm diameter 
and 120° tip angle. 
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Fig. 8 Experimental and calculated 
median crack depth in Code 
1737F glass scribed by a 
wheel having 4mm diameter
and 130° tip angle. 
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median crack depth in a variety of glasses. 
 

3.4 Influence of wheel angle on breakability 
 
The experimental breaking force required to separate the 
scribed samples are plotted as a function of the median 
crack depth in Fig. 10.  This figure includes data from 
samples scribed with wheels having different tip angles.  
In addition, this figure also includes the breaking force 
calculated using Eq. (1), Pc (dotted line).  For samples 
scribed by wheels having 110° and 120° tip angles, the 
breaking force dependency on median crack depth 
follows the lower curve ( 0.47PC) for samples with 
median crack depths less than 90mm and 120mm, 
respectively.  For samples with deeper median crack 
depths, a greater breaking force is required, and the 
dependency on median crack depth follows the upper 
curve (0.8PC).  Lateral crack propagation was observed to 
occur in these samples with the deeper median cracks.  
This crossover (from lower to upper curves) point is 
indicated with an arrow mark in Figs. 6 and 7.  It is 
proposed that in the region below the arrow mark, the 
residual stress remains as indicated with the dotted line.  
In the region above the arrow mark, the residual stress is 
relaxed by lateral crack propagation, and the breaking 
force increases.  On the other hand, the breaking force of 
samples scribed by a wheel having a 130° tip angle 
follows the lower curve for all samples (median crack 
depths of up to 250µm).  Lateral cracks did not propagate 
for these samples.  As a result, in Fig. 8, there is no such 
boundary. 
 
As mentioned, the cause of the crossover in breaking 
force dependency for glass scribed by 110° and 120° tip-
angled wheels has been explained qualitatively by 
residual stress relaxation due to lateral crack propagation.6  
At the onset of crack propagation, the critical stress equals 
the stress induced by bending and  the residual stresses 
present:  
 

RBIC KKK +=               (11), 
 
where KR is the stress intensity factor due to residual 
stresses.  Since stress intensity factor is linearly 
proportional to the bending force, KR becomes βΚIC with 
β=0.17 for the upper curve in Fig. 10 and β=0.53 for the 

lower curve.  As explained in section 3.2, approximately 
60% of stress induced during the scribing operation 
remains around the median crack, and 40% contributes to 
the median crack creation.  This suggests that the residual 
stress has not been relaxed in the lower curve region, 
since KR =0.53KIC is almost equivalent to the residual 
stress remaining after median crack creation, KR=0.6KIC.  
On the other hand, the stress in samples following the 
upper curve has been somewhat relaxed by lateral crack 
propagation. However, even in these samples, some 
residual stress remained as indicated by the difference 
between this upper curve and the theoretical breaking 
strength (Pc).  The experimental breaking force of the 
scribed glass sheet is strongly influenced by the residual 
stress induced during scribing.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.5 Influence of the wheel diameter to the 

breakability 
 
As a result, a scribing wheel with 130° tip angle showed 
the best cuttability for Code 1737F glass substrate.  That 
is, the lowest breaking force was achieved without the 
formation of lateral cracks.  This sample breaking force 
versus the median crack depth is plotted in Fig 11, for 
scribing wheels having different diameters.  Dependence 
of breaking force upon the median crack depth is the same  
as discussed above; the breaking force decreased with 
increasing median crack depth until the point of lateral 
crack propagation.  Lateral crack propagation tended to be 
accelerated with smaller wheels, but the effect is much 
smaller than that of tip angle.  Swain confirmed that the 
mean of indentation pressures for scribe wheels having 
various tip angles and diameters is independent of load, 
but varied with tip angle.3  Swain�s results suggest that 
the creation of the residual stress is strongly related to the 
tip angle.  Therefore, the onset of the breaking force 
increase due to lateral crack propagation is influenced 
more by tip angle than by wheel diameter.   
   

 

Fig. 9  Experimental and calculated 
median crack depth in Soda 
lime glass scribed by a wheel 
having 4mm diameter and 
110° tip angle. 
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Fig. 10 Breaking force versus median crack depth of the 
specimens scribed by a wheel having various tip 
angle, 110° (□), 120° (�), and 130° (�). 
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3.6 Influence of interval time between scribing and 

breaking 
 
The standard interval of time between scribing and 
breaking was less than 30 minutes in this study.  Fig. 12 is 
a plot of the breaking force versus median crack depth for 
samples broken approximately 60 and 90 minutes after 
scribing with a 2.5mm diameter scribe wheel.  The onset 
point of increasing breaking force was shifted to smaller 
median crack depth with increasing interval time.  It was 
observed that this phenomenon was due to slow crack 
growth of lateral cracks after scribing.  This mechanism 
had also been explained by Swain.5  The phenomena has 
been explained in manufacturing as the �re-fusion of the 
median crack�, or difficulty of separation of scribed sheet 
after a longer time interval.  It is strongly dependent on 
the environment, especially humidity.5, 8  Figure 12 shows 
that breaking should be done as quickly as possible after 
scribing, to minimize lateral crack propagation. 

4. Summary 
 
(1) It was found that the median crack depth by scribing 
LCD glass substrates could be predicted as a function of 
scribe load for wheel tip angles between 110° and 130°.  
This is done by taking into account wheel tip angle (using 
an equation for considering wheel tip truncation), wheel 
diameter, and the mechanical properties of the glass 
substrate. 
 
(2) This equation indicates that the median crack depth is 
inversely proportional to the 2/3 power of wheel radius 
and proportional to the tip angle by the factor 

3/222 )'cot1/()'cot1('cot ψψψ +−⋅ , where ψ� is one half 
of tip angle including truncation factor given by 

ψψψπψ tan)cos2/()2('cot 2 −−= . 
 
(3) 40% of the stress induced during scribing is used for 
median crack creation and 60% remains as residual stress.  
 
(4) The residual stress remaining after median crack 
creation strongly aids the ease breaking.  However, this 
breaking assist is lost when lateral crack propagation 
relaxes this stress.  
 
(5) The best cuttability (lowest breaking force) of scribed 
Code 1737F LCD glass substrate was performed by a 
wheel having 130 degree tip angle and 4mm in diameter 
which did not create lateral cracks. 
 
(6) Slow growth of lateral cracks was observed after 
scribing.  Shorter interval between scribing and breaking 
is effective to decrease breaking force.   
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Fig. 11 Breaking force versus median crack depth of the 
specimens scribed by a wheel having various 
diameter 2.5mm (▲), 3.0mm (■ ), and 4.0mm (◊). 
Tip angle was fixed to 120°. 
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Fig.12 Breaking force versus median crack depth measured 
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